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Abstract 

In proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller design, obtaining high stability and desired closed- 
loop response are of great importance for system engineers. Most existing methodologies, which have 
validated their excellent control performance on the accurate mathematical model, face significant diffi- 
culties in the unavoidable model mismatches and disturbance. To overcome these drawbacks, this paper 
proposes a self-adaptive state-space predictive functional control (APFC) based on extremal optimiza- 
tion method to design PID controller called EO-APFC-PID, wherein, the self-adaptive means, i.e., a 
forgetting factor recursive least squares (FFRLS) mechanism is embedded into state-space predictive 
functional control (PFC), and the proposed EO is exploited to alleviate the challenging problem that the 
elements in weighting factors of APFC technique are lacking analytical knowledge. The performance of 
the proposed EO-APFC-PID control scheme is demonstrated and compared with one classic PID tuning 
method and two state-of-the-art control strategies on the chamber pressure control for a coke furnace. 
The experimental results fully illustrate that the proposed method is more effective and efficient than 
other existing control strategies for achieving a desired behavior on the most test cases considered in 
this paper in terms of set point tracking, input disturbance rejection and output disturbance rejection. 
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1. Introduction 

In the past decades, expert and intelligent systems have been developed to offer solutions 
for many real-world control problems [1–7] . However, proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 
control is still the simplest yet most effective approach in the control industry [8–11] . Thanks 
to this attractive property, tuning parameters of PID controller has attracted intensive attentions 
in control theories and practices [8–13] . As a result, substantially powerful PID tuning rules 
aiming at obtaining high stability and satisfied closed-loop response have witnessed a boom 

development since 1942. Ziegler and Nichols [14] proposed the straightforward tuning method 

(called ZN empirical method), which is one of the most commonly conventional approaches 
and had been employed to numerous times in many industrial control problems. Cohen and 

Coon came up with an improved method for enhancing the capability of ZN empirical method 

in coping with time delay process [15] . Tyreus and Luyben [16] put forward a special control 
strategy to deal with first-order plus dead time (FOPDT) processes. Rivera et al. [17] employed 

internal model control (IMC) technique to PID controller design so that the performance 
of closed-loop responses and robustness was improved. In order to deal with the industrial 
processes with nonlinearity and time delay, smith predictor was introduced, which transforms 
the transfer function of closed-loop system into a new form without time delay [18–20] . 

However, these traditional PID controllers have encountered immense difficulties in com- 
plex process [21–24] . There are two major reasons behind the failure of aforementioned PID 

tuning methods. One reason for the degraded performance is that these PID controllers are 
designed based on accurate mathematical model, i.e., loss of the ability to overcome the mis- 
matches and uncertainties. In order to alleviate this difficulty, model predictive control (MPC) 
as an effective advanced control strategy was introduced [25–27] . Xu et al. [25] applied the 
generalized predictive control (GPC) to optimize PID controller, which has the advantage of 
GPC and simultaneously the basic characteristic of PID controller. And, a version of simplified 

GPC based PID control was developed by Lee and Yeo [26] . Zhang et al. [27] suggested an 

improved state-space MPC technique to strengthen the robustness of classical PID controller 
for air supply in a coke furnace. As a recently developed MPC, state-space predictive func- 
tional control (PFC) [9,28,29] provides a novel insight into PID controller domain because 
it not only has theoretical basis for the design of PID with time delay and uncertainties but 
also has advantage in computational capability, hardware implement, and control accuracy. 
Unfortunately, even if the PFC has been adopted as a technology to tackle this challenging 

problem, the PFC-based PID controller (PFC-PID) can only deal with the problem to a certain 

extent because of larger mismatches and uncertainties [30] . Consequently, the issue of how to 

design and tune a high-quality PID controller, especially for lacking accurate model of sys- 
tem, is still open. Actually, in only few reported works [31] , a forgetting factor recursive least 
squares (FFRLS) mechanism and traditional predictive functional control has been applied to 

temperature control in an exothermic batch reactor. To the best of our knowledge, FFRLS 

mechanism has not been used to state-space PFC. In this study, we embed a self-adaptive 
approach, i.e., FFRLS mechanism into state-space PFC to handle this challenging difficulty. 

Another important reason is lacking the knowledge of tuning weighting factors, which 

plays a key role in PFC. Consider this difficulty, genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed to 

design the weighting matrices in [30,32] . In addition, as discussed in [33] and [34] , the 
weighting factors are tuned by fractional number γ in fractional-order predictive functional 
controller, which shows that the weighting factors have impact on the control performance 
of both model match and model mismatch cases.GA-based PFC-PID method has improved 
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